April 3, 2008
Mr. Mark Walker
Northwest Power and Conservation Council
Portland, Oregon
Dear Mr. Walker,
On behalf of the Northwest Sportfishing Industry Association, (NSIA) I am
writing to provide comments on Program Amendments to the Council’s
Fish and Wildlife Program. NSIA is an umbrella organization consisting of
sport fishing businesses-manufacturers, manufacturers representatives,
wholesalers, retailers, guides, charters, hotels and marinas, as well as sport
fishing associations from around the northwest and individuals who are
dedicated to healthy fishery resources and their habitats. A partial listing of
our membership is attached to this communication. The sport fishing
industry employs nearly 31,000 in the northwest, and generates over $3
Billion in economic benefit to our states, in service to the 1.7 million adults
purchasing fishing licenses annually. We appreciate the opportunity to
comment and improve the program, and trust that the comments from the
Sportfishing Industry, our allies and customers will be taken seriously.
1.

Continuity with past amendments

The Council’s previous programs have specified some important directions
that should remain and be enhanced by the next program. In particular the
application of adaptive management, ecosystem management and doubling
the runs of salmon in the Columbia should remain as significant guidance in
the program. We therefore recommend that specific language be included
to retain the emphasis on these prior goals.
2.

Fish Passage Center

The Fish Passage Center has been a valuable resource available to the
members of NSIA as well as being a source of important information for the
general public and fish management community. We are well aware of the
so called controversy and upon examination of the allegations directed
against this project we find little merit in changing the administration and
management of the FPC. We recommend that you consider enhancing the
regionally valuable science role of the FPC to include monitoring Steelhead
in the smolt monitoring program. This is a significant lack of information
that is badly needed and we are deeply troubled that it has not been included
before this time. We also strongly recommend that the funding level for the
FPC be adequate for the mission it is created to accomplish. We have
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observed the classical diminution of its funding that appears to be in response to the allegations
made by the power industry against the performance of the FPC. Although the FPC has gotten
high marks for its work performance by all of the audits done as directed by the Council, the
funding has been slowly eroded to the point of damaging the performance of the Center. It is
time to move ahead and support the Fish Passage center, and the sorely needed functions it
provides to fishery managers and the region, so that its productivity is not jeopardized in the
future. We also recommend that some form of mediation or conflict resolution be used to get at
the root causes of the controversy and remedial action is promptly taken to silence the
unsubstantiated criticism.
3.

Integrate the Council’s Program with the BIOP Program

The region is plagued with confusion and controversy because of the lack of strong coordination
of the requirements of the Endangered Species Act and the Northwest Power Act. Specific
measures are required to implement each of the Acts and in practice many efforts overlap. We
are concerned that due to the more immediate and less flexible constraint of the ESA the
measures that are needed for the mitigation of the presence of the Federal Columbia River dams
are not adequately funded and needed efforts arising from the mandates of the Power Act are not
approved. We recommend that the NPCC and the Federal agencies make a deliberate and
substantial effort to integrate the ESA actions into the Program. We suggest that the Biological
Opinion, the sub basin plans, and the habitat recovery plans be the basis for sizing the program
effort and the means of developing measures that will accomplish the requirements under both
Federal Acts.
4.

Develop Information Concerning the Economic Benefits of Sportfishing in the
Columbia Basin

The Council has made a significant effort to document the economic benefits to the Region of
the stable and economical supply of power from the FCRPS but has not done the equivalent for
the evaluation of the impact of the availability of fish and wildlife resources on the Region’s
economy. Clearly the substantial fisheries of the Columbia River make a large contribution to
the Region; however, the Council has never conducted or supported the collection and analysis
of economic data that would document the contribution of the fisheries. In fact it is worth noting
that the Council has in it history reviewed and critiqued many efforts to document various
aspects of the economic benefits from the fisheries but has never been a source of objective
professional analysis of the benefits due to fish and wildlife use by the Region. This is a glaring
oversight on the part of the Council. Conversely, the Council has economists available to
evaluate the economic impact and benefits of the power supply. It is time to correct this obvious
imbalance since much of the policy dialogue in the Region revolves around the economic issues.
5.

Conduct an Objective Study of the Costs and Benefits of Removing the Four Lower
Snake River Dams

No other issue has been a divisive and polarizing as the suggested removal of the four Snake
River dams. While there have been several studies that attempted to document the benefits and
costs of removal, none has been viewed as an unbiased evaluation or has served as a model for
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guidance for public policy. Instead we have seen positions adopted by various interest groups
and political leaders in extreme opposition to each other. The Council would serve the Region
well if it were to commission a thorough study of the issue to answer the following questions:
What are the costs of removing the dams and how will the project be funded?
What infrastructure will need to be replaced and added to provide adequate transportation
of material and commodities with the elimination of commercial barge services?
What are the alternatives available to replace the lost power production and at what cost?
What are the impacts on irrigated agriculture and how will irrigation be replaced or losses
compensated?
What are the ecological benefits of dam removal and in particular what benefits to ESA
listed species will occur?
What current program costs, both operational and capitol, can reasonably be expected to
discontinue if the Four Lower Snake River Dams were removed, and what savings are
generated?
What are the economic benefits of fish and wildlife restoration due to the removal of the
dams with a particular emphasis on the benefits of a substantially increased recreational
fishery?
We strongly recommend that the Council pursue such a study. For far too long the Region has
been without such an objective study to guide the development of policy. The fish survival
studies continue to document the adverse impact of these dams and in spite of substantial
evidence the conclusions are rejected because of alleged economic impacts. The picture is not
clear however and we recommend that the Council ask the National Academy of Sciences to
establish a study group to prepare a thorough analysis of the dam removal issue. It is long
overdue to put this issue to rest. The Region cannot move ahead in a deliberate way unless and
until such a study is done and thoroughly vetted throughout the Region. The Council is in a
unique role in the Region and this would be a substantial contribution to the Region’s future. We
have already seen the functional extinction of the Redfish Lake Sockeye and Snake River
Chinook continue to struggle with little real progress toward recovery.
We are willing to abide by the results of a thorough and unbiased study of the removal of the
Snake River dams but we are not willing to accept the continued indifference of the Region’s
leadership toward the resolution of this issue.
6.

Evaluate the Feasibility of Alternative Approaches to the Current Methods of Project
Oversight and Implementation
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The current method of managing the selection and supervision of projects within the program
appears to be an outgrowth of BPA’s process for assigning and supervising contracts. While this
is one alternative it may be better to adopt a model like the US Fish and Wildlife Service’s grant
in aid program to the states. The advantage would be its reduced administrative costs while
consistently funding the long term aspects of fish and wildlife management. In reality much of
the Council’s program does not change from year to year nor should it. This presents an
opportunity to significantly reduce the costs of supervision of the projects within the program.
We also wish to recommend that the Council explore the possibility of establishing a different
method of managing the funding of the program. Our concern is derived from the blatant use of
the funding of projects to coerce the state agencies and tribes to adopt certain policy decisions
particularly associated with the impacts of ESA implementation. A trust fund that is
administered by an independent board of directors is recommended. The funding for the trust
would be collected by BPA based on its rate case provisions and by establishing a trust it would
build a firewall between the obvious conflicts that BPA now has in attempting to provide power
while also mitigating for the FCRPS impacts. The control over this source of mitigation funding
by the Bonneville Power Administration has translated into undue and inappropriate influence
over the Fish and Wildlife program. We are dismayed at the current state of affairs and if this
recommendation is not appropriate we recommend that the Council implement it own findings to
correct this serious conflict of interest.
7.

Improve and Expand the Social Science Input to the Program

The Council places great emphasis on biological science in its supervision of the program but
there is a very significant lack of an equivalent emphasis on social science. Most fish and
wildlife management agencies have accelerated the inclusion of human dimensions information
into their management and policy decisions. Information derived from polling of public opinion,
demographics, economic impacts, etc. is much more widely used to assist the decisions and
guidance of these programs. We observe that the Council does little collection of information
about the human dimensions of its programs and tends to rely on anecdotal evidence of trends
and goals of the population of the Columbia Basin. We think that a small investment of time and
money would go a long way toward better informed decisions.
We are also very concerned about how the public is expected to interact with the Council’s
efforts. We acknowledge that the general public is allowed to provide written and oral
comments but there is a significant lack of outreach to the general public and the opportunities to
comment are limited. We note that if we were to provide in person testimony to the Council
about these comments we would have to travel to Montana to do so. This places a significant
barrier between the Council and the general public that has an interest in the Council’s efforts.
This is of particular concern to the lower river communities. Few if any attempts are made to
provide accessible opportunities for the general public to interact with the leadership of the
Council. This leads to domination of the process by established interest groups with little
opportunity for the unaffiliated person interested in the direction of the program.
8.

Develop Recommendations for Adapting to Climate Change
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We applaud the Council’s efforts to date to anticipate the effects of global climate change and we
recommend that the Council develop a strategic plan for future guidance for the region. This is
an opportunity for the Council to provide information to its many cooperators about how to cope
with the long term changes and their impacts to fishery resources that are anticipated. This is a
significant opportunity for the Council to provide leadership to the Region since many of the
agencies will not devote adequate resources to the thorough analysis required to provide sound
direction for the future. There are large implications for the flow of water in the Columbia and
the Council is in the unique position once again to integrate the needs of both power supply and
fish and wildlife. No other entity is so uniquely qualified to provide such guidance.
9.

Develop Recommendations for Adapting to Population Growth and Land Use Changes in
the Basin

There have been many forecasts of the expected increase in the human population of the region.
If these predictions are true there will be significant impacts from the water use and development
needed to support this expansion. We recommend that the Council authorize a strategic analysis
of the effects of this expansion and make recommendations for efforts to accommodate the
increased impacts of population and development. There are many aspects to this problem and
currently there is an opportunity for leadership to install long term programs to provide a
sustainable approach to the problem. Much is being done but we see a great opportunity for
coordination and guidance of the many entities that apply their efforts.
10.

Sturgeon Management

Sturgeon is a species that lives in both fresh and salt water, and once traveled inland all the way
to the Kootenai River in Montana. The primary limiting factor for the productivity and health of
the species is the fragmentation of the populations caused by the construction of the dams in the
basin. Most of their historic range has been inundated, and the spawning and rearing habitat is
severely degraded. Lack of flow, temperature regimes, predators (fish and marine mammal), and
lack of food sources are all limiting factors caused by Dams. Pollutants and contaminants are
also entrapped by the dams, and are contributing to reproductive and other difficulties. As such,
the area below Bonneville dam is one of the last highly productive spawning and rearing habitats
for White Sturgeon populations in the United States. Given the decimation of much of the
sturgeon’s historic spawning, rearing and migratory habitat, we strongly urge the council to
suggest funding for the following projects:
•

Young of the year surveys annually below Bonneville Dam. The reproductive success of
the brood stock sturgeon in the remaining few river miles of appropriate habitat available
to sturgeon are tied to suitable flows and river temperatures during late spring and early
summer. Spawning surveys must be conducted every year to build a data base that can
be tied to river flows and temperatures to ensure the current and future reproductive
success of this unique remaining habitat. Given the Bonneville Power Administration’s
insatiable appetite for power sales over fish health, this data is essential to ensure
adequate flows are provided during critical spawning time.
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•

Trawl and Haul. We do not support the funding of a program of removing sturgeon from
below Bonneville Dam to provide for fisheries above Bonneville dam that is not tied to a
program of protection and benefit for the population below Bonneville Dam. This
program robs lower river fisheries to pay a debt for the Bonneville Power Administration
and is unsupportable.

•

Instead, we suggest that a request for proposals is put out for a sturgeon supplementation
facility that is funded by Bonneville Power Administration. Clearly the populations
above Bonneville are severely limited by dams, and a supplementation program, perhaps
run by a Tribal entity is necessary.

•

Marine Mammal control program. It is the existence of Bonneville Dam itself that is
trapping the movement of spawning and rearing sturgeon. They are “sitting ducks” in an
unfair battle with sea lions because of this river blockage. There are estimates predation
of ten percent per year of brood stock sturgeon at the base of Bonneville dam by Sea
Lions, and an unknown impact on legal and sub legal size. There is a clear mitigation
responsibility here.

•

Given that the few miles below Bonneville are one of the last quality habitats for white
sturgeon, a study of the carrying capacity, a survey of the number of brood stock and life
history behavior is necessary to ensure adequate future protections. The states of Oregon
and Washington could be contracted for these surveys.

We are pleased to offer our recommendations to you and offer our assistance as you deliberate
your amendments to the program.
Yours truly,

Liz Hamilton, Executive Director
Northwest Sportfishing Industry Association
Encl: NSIA membership
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(Have given $2000 or more)

(Have given $5000 or more)

Everett Steelhead & Salmon Club
Fisherman’s Marine & Outdoor
Fishing & Huntining News
Maurice Sporting Goods
O’Loughlin Trade Shows
Okuma
Pure Fishing (Abu Garcia / Fenwick / Berkley / Johnson / Spiderwire)
Seattle Sportsman’s Conservation Foundation
Snohomish Sportsmen’s Association
Stevens Marine
Three Rivers Marine

All Sports
Buzz Ramsey Promotions
Columbia Sportswear
Danielson Co.
The Duffle Bag-Jerry’s Surplus
Farwest Sports / Sportco
Frank Amato Publications
Fred Meyer, Inc.
Frabill, Inc.

Joe’s Inc
Lamiglas Inc
Leisure Sales, Inc.
O. Mustad & Sons (USA)
Shimano American Corp.
Sportsman’s Warehouse
SW Washington Angler’s
The Reel News
Tim Bailey & Assoc.

Corporate Silver Members
(Support of $1000 - $1,999)

Alumaweld
D & G Bait
Dick Nite Spoons
Flambeau
Jack Daniels/Tim Lohman
G. Loomis, Inc.
Gamakatsu USA

ifish.net
Lurh Jensen/ Normark
Lowrance Electronics
Maschmedt & Associates
Morton & Associates
OR Wildlife Heritage Foundation

Pautzke Bait Co.
Penn Fishing Tackle
Plano
SPA Group, LLC
Stephens, Del & Weddy
Subaru of America, Inc.

Corporate Bronze Members

Ted’s Sports Center
Three Rivers Marine
Tom Posey Company
W W Grigg Co
Willie Boats
Yakima Bait
Zebco

(Support of $500 - $999)

Acme Tackle
Active Marketing NW
Assn. of NW Steelheaders
Aqua Scent Inc.
Bob’s Merchandise, Inc
Brockman, Ron.

L.H. French Co.
Gamefishing.com
Grutbo, Steve
Hamilton’s Appliance
Innovative Textiles

Maxima Fishing Lines
Mepp’s/Mister Twister
Pautzke Bait
Pearson, Bruce
Poulsen Cascade

Small Business Members

Pro Cure
Smokehouse Products
Total Fisherman Guide Service
VMC, Inc.
Willapa Fishing Gang
Wright McGill Co.

(Support of $100 - $499)

Alten Sakai/Nelson Rutherford
Adventure Bound
Albert, Larry
All American Fishing
Allen Marine Center
Anderson’s Oregon OutdoorAdv.
Angler’s Rendezvous
Atlas Mike’s
Beamers
Big Al’s Tackle Co.
Blackbird Shopping Center
Blaine, Mick
Bob Rees Fishing Guide
Bob Singley’s Guide Service
Bresnahan, Harry
Brown, Jerry
Burch, Dan
Calcagno, Howard
Campbell, Robert
Catcher Co.
Chinook Outdoor Gear
Clackacraft River Boats
David Johnson Guide Service
Deet’s Guide Service
Don Kinsey Guide Service
Eagle Cap Fishing

Fin Reaper Guide Service
Fish Hawk Adventures
Flemming, Steve
Flying Pencil Publications
Folbe Products
Fuller, Jim
Gilbert Company, The
Giles, Mike & Patti
Hahn, Brent (Rapid Cash)
Hall, Kyle
Hamilton, Richard
Harry Bresnahan Guide Service
Holdzit Products
Holthe Ward Associates
Hook-up Guide Service
John B. Merfield Co. Inc.
Kains Fishing Adventures
Kurt’s Steelhead Specialists
Larson, Virgil
Linde, Eric
Low, Russ
Lutz, Brion
Mah-Hah Outfitters
Manns, Hobart
McDaniel’s Do It Center
McGovern, Walt

MMW LLC
Mid-Willamette Valley Angling
Miller Marine Products
Mosley, Kevin
Munson, Jerre
NW Guides & Anglers Association
Narrows Tackle & Marine
Norrie Johnson Guide Service
North Marion Charters LLC
Northwest Angling Experience
Northwest River Guides, Inc.
Ollie Damon’s
OHarrow, Conan
Packer, Stephen
Phillip, Rob
Posey, Wm (Tom)
Rainbow Tackle
Ranger Products
Rutherford, Nelson
S. H. Smith Fisheries Consulting
Saltchucker Charters
Schaefers Guide Service
Schwartzhoff, Gary
Self, Len -Oregon Outfitters
Shakespeare Co.

Silver Hoarde
Smith, Phillips, Dipietro
Sportfishing Guides of WA
Sports Sales
Sports Services
Steve Neverick River Guide
Stewart, Jim
Strahan, Dave
Sundin Realty Inc.
T C’s Guide Service
Ted’s Sport Center
Teeny Nymph Co.
Tempress, Inc.
The Gilbert Company
The Matthew Company
Thomas Spinning Lures
Titeline Fishing Products
Triangle Shell Food Mart
TruTurn/T.T.I. Enterprise
Uncle Walt’s Tackle
V. F. Grace, Inc.
Washington Tree Service
Westcoast Sales
Western Fishing Adventures
Willapa Marine Products
Young, Bob
Zak Tackle Mfg. Co.

2008 membership continued

Individual Membership
(Support of $50 - $99)

Al’s Landing
Ande Monofilament
Anglers Guide Service
Aquilla, Louis
Arbrogast, Darrell
B.A.S.S. Of Oregon
Bass Menu Pro Tackle Distrib.
Bailey, David
Bailey, Duskin & Duffle
BDC Advertising
Beck, Wallace
Big Wally’s
Boggs Mfg.
Boggs, Harry
Bridwell, Jim
Brink & Sadler, CPA’s
Burgi, John
Burnside, John
Cash, Ltd, Jon B.
Casne Engineering Inc
Cheney Sports
Claunch, Julie
Conroy, Rocky
Crane, Kenneth
Currigan, Barney
Daly, John
Dave Maroon’s Fishing
Dorans Guide Service
Dr. T Ho Ke
Fenk, Steve
Finsport-Johns Jigs
Five C’s Guide Service
Fisher, Robert
Fountain, Ted
Four Rivers Press
Grindy, Kevin
Haak, David
Hanson, Steven
Harden, Scott

Heinz, Kurt
Hublou, Greg
J & J Guide Service
Junkin, Dave
Keith Co., J. D
Kish, Gary
Karbowski, Michael.
Lanahan Sales
Larson, Jeff
Larson, Jeanice
Lebson, Janet
LNJ Associates
Marshall, Dan
Marshall’s Guide Services
McGovern, Walter
Mellor, Kevin
Neverick, Steve
Northwest Angling Experience
Oregon Guides & Packers
Overby, Don
Pacific Crest Marketing
Patel, Janek
Paysinger, Nancy
Ponciano, Dan
PSMFC
Robillard, Robert
Seim, Charles
Shipley, Tom
Smith, Diana
Sports Sales, Inc.
Stern, Richard
Stuart, Tom
Tall Tails Guide Service
Teeny, Jim
The Last Word
Tillamook Guides Association
Westcoast Sales
Workman, Gerald
Young, Bob
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